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Patola
North India, traded to Indonesian islands
Silk, natural dyes, double ikat
Circa 1790s
Gift of Anne and John Summerfield
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2006.05.01
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A circa 1790s silk, double ikat patola trade cloth (a study piece, with several
holes). This shimmering cloth was originally made in north India and was
probably conveyed to the Indonesian islands by Indian merchants, who came to
that area in search of spices, aromatic resins and other tropical forest products,
and precious metals. Or, the patola could have been brought to the Indonesian
islands by Dutch traders in search of the same products. There was a sharp
hunger for patola textiles among wealthy royal families in places like coastal
Sumatra and Borneo at the height of the patola trade with India, from the 1400s
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C.E. and extending for several centuries. The lustrous quality of the silk, the
vibrant reds and golds, and especially the sharpness of the motifs in the center
fields of these special double ikats entranced local nobles. They displayed their
new patola as banners and wrappings for altars and houses, at ceremonial times.
Indonesian weaver women were also fascinated and began to make their own
versions of the patola motif structures on their own back strap looms (the tumpals
or rows of triangles at the bottom and top of the cloth; the bold selvedge bands;
the busily filled central field with florals, geometrics, or animals and humans).
Many Indonesian ikat cloths in places like Sumatra, Sulawesi, Bali, Flores, and so on
are localized, creative versions of the generic patola design ideas.
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Head cloth, ikat textile, headcloth
Iban people, Sarawak, probably First District near Kuching
Handspun cotton and mercerized cotton (yellow and red bands along the
sides)
Warp ikat overall with sungkit band in middle (a kind of supplemental weft
wrapping technique). Twined fringe.
Gift of Anne and John Summerfield
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2010.09.01
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A man’s ceremonial headcloth from Sarawak. This is a most unusual Iban textile
for the weaver has combined more standard warp ikat for the top and bottom of
the cloth with broad bands of supplementary weft sungkit work across the middle
of the cloth. This probably shows trade cloth influence from the sea coast; the
Kuching area has long been a cosmopolitan one tied to Sumatra, the Malay
peninsula, and Sulawesi. In the middle of the textile, the narrow tumpal motifs
(elongated triangles) also ally this cloth with broader-scale, archipelago-wide
ikatting and songket traditions.
This is a border-crossing ikat cloth par excellence, given its mixed design history.
The headcloth was probably a marker of wealth and high status; its sea trade
connections to the wider Malay Muslim world may have added extra luster.
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Pua kombu ikat textile, ceremonial hanging
Iban people, Sarawak, Second Division
Handspun cotton, warp ikat.
Second half of 19th century
Gift of Anne and John Summerfield
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2010.09.02
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This very large pua kombu ceremonial hanging is lively with creatures and spirit
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figures in its busy center field. Some motifs may possibly relate to the trophy head
pattern. The borders show a spiral imagery, which is sometimes linked to tiger
imagery. There may also be a winged creature at issue here. Like many pua
kombu this cloth incorporated images from the tropical forest and the unseen
world of spirits, linked to rites of passage in Iban longhouses.
The ikat was made in two panels, on back strap looms. Today, Iban weaving is
done in villages but also in urban scenes such as the weaving studio at the Tun
Jugah Foundation, and in touristic venues, such as in mock-longhouses in the
Sarawak Cultural Village.
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Pua Kombu ikat textile, ceremonial hanging
Iban people, 3rd Division, Sarawak, Malaysia
Handspun cotton, warp ikat, natural dyes
Second half of 19th century
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2010.09.03
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Detail
This large warp ikat is made in four panels and has strong ground color and razor
sharp ikat. The ikat work is quite exceptional: the patterns are clearly defined,
with approximately 30 paired warps per inch. This ikat took many months or even
several years for its woman creator to complete. The center field shows mythical
tigers (buah remaung) in deep, dark coloration in alluring reds, blacks, and
creams.
The several selvedge bands are particularly effective: softly ikatted, with complex
small motifs. In overall design, as is the case with many Iban and Dayak pua
cloths, this textile has the general layout of an old patola Indian trade cloth, with a
busy center field, forceful selvedge bands, and stripes and rows of motifs at each
end of the cloth.
Pua Kombu were used to enclose ritual spaces and wrap sacred objects in Iban
ceremonies of life and death. Women’s work in dyeing and weaving these textiles
was sometimes seen as “the women’s warpath” closely related to their bravery in
gestating and birthing babies. The ritual counterpart to that in Iban village
thought was “the man’s warpath”: the literal war journey young men once took into
enemy territory to do battle and sometimes bring back an enemy’s head. When the
latter was brought into the Iban village, it was welcoming by women holding pua
cloths, to swaddle it. Today many Iban see such activities as “old traditions” no
longer to be followed.
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Pua kombu ceremonial hanging
Iban people, Third district, Sarawak
Handspun cotton
Second half of 19th century
Warp ikat
Gift of Anne and John Summerfield
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2010.09.04
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Very large pua from the third district of Sarawak: a huge warp ikat ceremonial
hanging by an Iban weaver woman who was obviously an expert. She used
approximately 38 paired warps per inch, to make a razor sharp ikat with truly
inspired artistry. The cotton handspun thread is strong throughout; quality of the
weaving is excellent. The dark indigo strips add to the typical red-brown hook
designs.
The motifs may be spirit figures or river creatures. The central field is filled with
vivid geometric designs and the selvedge bands (there are several) have
exceptional ikatting work in them coursing down the textile. The red dye work is
strong and rich. Note the rows of motifs at each end of the ikat, giving the cloth a
patola-like design.
This pua was made in four panels, since a regular sized back strap loom could not
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possibly accommodate so large a textile.
Iban weaver women often see themselves as individual, named weavers, with
distinctive styles. They are often happy to be named as the creators of specific
pua, although this cloth is not so identified.
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Porilonjong ikat, ceremonial hanging
Toraja people (probably Karataon Toraja), Sulawesi, Indonesia
Cotton warp ikat, natural dyes
Circa 1900 to 1920s
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
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This is an extremely large and quite rare warp ikat with a striking red background
and bold selvedge bands in black, cream, and red. The ceremonial hanging is
made in three parts: the two side panels are striped borders and the center field is
divided into big bands of motifs in geometric designs seen frequently in the Toraja
repertoire. The textile was woven in Rongkong and this type of cloth was traded
throughout the far-flung Toraja areas in upland Sulawesi.
These cloths were used in many ways: in funeral ceremonies, wrapping around the
interior and exterior of the house for the week-long death celebration, and to
demarcate a sacred area. In other words, this is not an ikat used as clothing for
people but as ritual garb for homes and altar spaces.
Sulawesi is a separate island from Kalimantan/Sarawak and the Toraja peoples are
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surely different from the Ibans and Dayaks. However, one can usefully compare
the aesthetic animation of Toraja ikats like this one to the more familiar pua cloths
of Borneo. A similar vividness of geometric design field, and a similar color range,
is found in all these types of ikats.
The summer 2012 fieldwork photograph shows student docents Tricia Giglio and
Hana Carey examining a contemporary Karataon Toraja ikat cloth under the
instruction of Jean Howe, co-founder of the international NGO Threads of Life,
based in Bali, Indonesia. The three are seen in the research studio of the NGO in
Ubud, an arts and tourism town. A case study of Threads of Life and their ikat
work is found elsewhere in the exhibition.
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Single panel man’s head wrapper, Kain limar
Palembang Malay people, Palembang, South Sumatra, Indonesia
Circa 1900
Silk and gold-wrapped thread
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Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
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Detail
This ceremonial head wrapping for a wealthy nobleman of Palembang shows that
ikat sometimes combines with quite different cloth-making techniques: in this
case, luxurious and high-status songket work. In songket, supplementary wefts of
metal-wrapped thread are added in horizontally across the cloth as the textile is
built up on the loom. Bamboo pattern sticks are used to form a small shed of
space into which the supplementary wefts may be inserted by the weaver. The
gold-wrapped threads go over and under just a few warps in fine kain limar like
this one, forming delicate, intricate designs. The weaver was quite expert. In
Sumatra, songket is generally associated with Muslim, mercantile old trade states.
This head tie could have been used in a grand occasional such as the installation of
a new sultan. The silk ikat work in this textile is especially fine. Blossoms and
stars are favorites in Palembang textiles of many types.
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Lau or woman’s skirt
East Sumba, Indonesia
Supplementary warp
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Not an ikat but a skirt made by another technique: supplementary warp (the
weaver used two superimposed sets of warps to make her designs).
Supplementary warp weaving takes a high level of skill and this lau is notably wellexecuted. The motifs show pairs of large lizards facing ceremonial trees. A
‘traditional motif’? In a typical Indonesian way: the weaver has taken her idea from
the lions rampant image on old Dutch coins. She has thus domesticated European
heraldry. She has also daubed on yellow dye to the completed cloth, to make the
gold-toned designs. This color is not woven in here.
Sumba cloths are used extensively in marriage alliance gift-giving, paired with gold
ornaments which often course among families in the opposite direction from the
cloth gifts. Hinggi-style ikats from East Sumba, shown in the Threads of Life
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section of the exhibition, are the more familiar sort of ikat from this prodigiously
creative island.
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Shoulder cloth or cloak version of a Lawo manusia
Lio people, Flores, Eastern Indonesia
Commercial cotton thread, natural dyes
1900-1950
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
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Detail
Dyers and weavers from Lio society in Flores are famous for their luxuriant brown
and gold-brown ikats like this one. Lawo manusia means that this cloak includes
manusia, human figures (in stick figure form, holding lamps). The humans are
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accompanied by dogs. In Flores today weaving thrives at a high level of expertise.
This cloak or shoulder cloth shows geometric shapes as well. Some Lio cloths take
elements of patola trade cloth design. Lio ikats are for everyday and ceremonial
use and are also important in marriage alliance exchange, as gifts between wifegivers and wife-receivers.
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2009.05.02
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This densely detailed, beautifully dyed ritual skirt is also an important object of
ceremonial exchange at marriage: such textiles are used as gifts presented by the
bride’s lineage to that of the new bridegroom. In this region of Eastern Indonesia,
counter gifts from the groom’s side (that is, from the wife-receiver house’s side)
can consist of elephant tusks or precious metal ornaments such as pendants,
earrings, and chains. In Lamalohot, ivory balances gifts of ikat cloths and the pair
form a supernaturally-charged two-in-one union that empowers a new marriage
and makes it fertile.
Weavers in Flores and the nearby very small island of Lembata weave on backtension looms. These women often derive their rich red-brown dyes from roots of
the Morinda citrifolia tree. The roots are scraped and this material is beaten in a
mortar. Later other substances are added. This ikat cloth’s profound hues took
many, many dye baths to achieve over months or years, before the cloth was
woven. This skirt also shows that “seeing ikat” demands careful attention to the
subtlety of the dye work—something that other Indonesian weavers will surely look
for in evaluating a neighbor’s textile.
Expert dyers, often older women, first ask the dye plants for their kind permission
to use their magic substances, before the formal dye processes begin. Prayer to
the botanical world is a key part of the natural dye process in many areas of
Eastern Indonesia. If the spirits are not treated respectfully, the colors will not
come out right and the ikat will be ruined.
Lembata women weave on a continuous loom that typically leaves a narrow section
of the warps unwoven. Weavers often leave the cloth uncut and do not seam the
raw edges or form a fringe. Wearers fold a part of the garment over the
“unfinished” part. In marriage exchange of textiles for their various counter gifts,
an uncut ikat has enhanced power and value. When such textiles are bought by
foreign art collectors or travelers and hung on their walls at home, cutting the ikat
and treating it in that way is an issue worth thinking about.
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This is a contemporary sarong in intense blues (one light, one near-black, both
made from natural indigo dyes). Greater Blossom Clan motifs (Savu ikats are
design-coded for clan membership). A wearer would step into this cloth tube, pull
it up so that the bottom edge is even with her ankles, then tie a string tightly
around the cloth above her breasts. She would then pull the top of the tube down
over her waist and affix it there a gold or silver belt.
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A sarong in tube form, for ceremonial use and as an item of marriage alliance
exchange gift-giving. Two woven panels have been machine stitched together.
The pattern consists of bands of ikatted fabric and warp lines woven in commercial
silk thread. In Tanimbar societies, such textiles and silver ornaments such as
chains and heavy earrings are exchanged at weddings between hierarchically
ranked houses.
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West Timor, Indonesia, or Timor Leste
Warp ikat, handspun cotton
Natural dyes with some aniline dyes in warp selvedge bands.
Circa 1970s
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
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Detail
Larger and smaller bands of ikat course across this striking textile, a fine example
of the Timorese weaver ‘s and dyer’s art. In the wider bands: lizards inside lizards
inside lizards—a reference to the continuity of families? Timor ikats have much
variety of dye palette and motifs; weaving expertise remains at a high level today.
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Woman’s sarong, mantle
Lio people, Flores, Eastern Indonesia
Factory-made thread, commercial dyes, 2010
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
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This is a somewhat more modest Lio ikat than the other Lio piece shown in the
exhibition. This ikat was purchased in 2010 in the tourist town of Candidasa in
Bali: it had been brought there by a broker who travels back and forth between ikat
weaving communities in Eastern Indonesia and Bali, bringing textiles to tourist
spots like Candidasa. These ikats are then sold to fairly well-off travelers (since
most backpacker tourists tend to stick to cheaper goods).
In the Lio villages of Flores, many communities use textiles like this one as
mantles, as ceremonial clothing, as parts of offerings, and as ritual exchange gifts
between wife-giving houses and wife-receiving houses.
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Kain Limar woman's sarong
Palembang Malay people, South Sumatra
Cotton polyester, commercial dyes, metal-wrapped threads
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A contemporary kain limar cloth from the city of Palembang, made of cottonpolyester blend threads and metal-wrapped threads as supplementary wefts. A
kain limar is an old sort of Malay World cloth that combines ikat work in the center
of the textile with songket supplementary weft decoration in metallic thread along
the selvedge bands and bottom and top. Note how the overall design of this kain
limar mimics the general aesthetic plan of a patola. Bright colors such as this
red/pink tone are now all the rage among Palembang Malay families, who often
have collections of new and old kain limar if they have enough money.
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This is a very standard, conventionalized geringsing double ikat in its dye colors
and motif composition but its small size marks it as the sort of geringsing that
brokers are also happy to sell to tourists today in the geringsing weaving villages
of Tenganan (these include several settlements, all near the core cosmic village of
Tenganan Pegeringsingan). Today, some actual weaving of these cloths is done
outside this core village, though all of the design work and tying of the threads is
done there. This geringsing’s central motif is taken from a type with the name,
Geringsing lubeng. Each major type of geringsing has a special name.
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This is another traditional-style and heavily conventionalized geringsing in terms of
motifs and color scheme. In Tenganan the colors relate to Gods: red symbolizes
Brahma, black symbolizes Vishnu, and brown symbolizes Siwa. The motifs point to
Tenganan’s physical layout as a cosmic village and to its Bali Aga residents’
relationship to the world of the Gods. Urs Ramseyer’s chapter, “Geringsing: Magical
Protection and Communal Identity” in B. Hauer-Schaublin et al, Balinese Textiles
(1991: 116-135) provides extensive information about this special double ikat.
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A third heavily traditionalized if small geringsing double ikat. In Tenganan Dauh
Tukad we found many of this checkerboard pattern for sale in 2010.
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Geringsing weaving and dyeing in Tenganan is heavily traditionalized and the
purported “ancientness” of the motif structures and colors of these double ikats is
much celebrated in this village cluster. However, in fieldwork in 2012 and earlier
fieldwork by Susan Rodgers and Holy Cross Class of 2011 student Robin Cumella
in 2010, we found that a “new-style geringsing” has been invented: the indigo blue
version shown here.
This is an unorthodox geringsing along several dimensions: it veers far away from
the standard geringsing color pallet of blood red, blue/black, and cream/tan; it
substitutes a new motif for the usual Mandala designs. This new motif is actually
an old Balinese one: the Goddess Cili, the familiar Rice Goddess of bountiful
harvests. From interviews with one of this cloth’s promoters (and inventors) we
suspect that this new blue geringsing may have been created to meet market
demand among tourists who like attractive figural designs on ikats (like the
animals and spirits that feature so prominently on East Sumba ikats).
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Detail

This small but intense cotton ikat was woven in East Sumba on commission for the
Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) Threads of Life, located in Ubud, Bali,
Indonesia. East Sumbanese weavers are famous worldwide for their brightly
colored and effusively decorated ikats, replete with populations of spirits, skull
trees, chickens, shrimp, horses, and more. As early as the 1920s Sumbanese
hinggi sarongs and cloaks were being exported to the Netherlands to decorate
walls and home furnishings. This international trade worked back on local design
worlds and motif repertoires, to intensify further the weaver women’s attraction to
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figural designs.
Hinggi per se are used as ceremonial clothing for men and women, as grave
goods, and as marriage exchange objects (countergifts to metal jewelry given to
the bride’s side by the groom’s clan). Hinggi are seen as the products of women’s
hands –as “feminine goods” much as metalwork is viewed as masculine in many
Eastern Indonesian societies. However, this small, new-style hinggi was purposely
woven so that international visitors to Indonesia might buy it as a tourism
memento or as an object to decorate a wall or a chair. The NGO Threads of Life
(explored at length in the exhibition and website) works as the commissioning
broker here. This NGO seeks to empower women and families in impoverished
Eastern Indonesian weaving communities by reviving the old techniques of weaving
and natural dye use, producing high quality textiles like this one and then selling
the cloths at the NGO’s shop in Bali or via the internet. Some of the profits then go
back to the weaver women, who might otherwise have moved totally to commercial
dyes and simpler motif repertoires. Buyers receive a photograph of the weaver
with their ikat purchase.
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This East Sumbanese hinggi has a particularly intense center field totally filled with
tree motifs and horses or deer marching across the top and bottom of the large
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cloth, in paired rows. No selvedge bands. Tightly made twined edging and wellfinished fringes. This textile was made for the international collectors’ market and
for upscale heritage tourists and was probably intended to be used as a throw for
a piece of furniture or as a wall hanging. The weaver woman is a long-time
associate of Threads of Life staff in Bali. Weavers today in East Sumba have
considerable freedom to mix and match motif elements for “trade textiles” of this
sort. Indeed, hinggi that are full of lively prancing animals and mysterious spirit
figures or frightening skull trees (once used to display enemy heads from warfare)
have sold well to international buyers since at least the 1920s and 1930s, when
the Dutch used them as home decorations in late colonial times. As
anthropologist Jill Forshee points out in Between the Folds: Stories of Cloth, Lives,
and Travels from Sumba (2001, University of Hawai’i Press), East Sumbanese
women brokers of ikat cloth are savvy manipulators of aspects of this bordercrossing trade. Some market their wares in the Indonesian capital, Jakarta, and
many travel to Bali to sell and learn new information about buyers’ tastes.
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Detail
This East Sumbanese warp ikat is unusual for having a bold band of patola-derived
motifs across the middle of the central field. The old silk patola trade cloths
certainly have long influenced Sumbanese ikat hand manufacture to a degree but
this outright borrowing of the diamond-shaped forms is somewhat uncommon. At
top and bottom of the ikat: bands of hens, then bands or large naga snakes or
dragons facing a skull tree, then another smaller band of fighting cocks. The redorange, black, cream color scheme is arresting. Twining at the top and bottom
and a simple twisted fringe as well.
When Threads of Life NGO commissions a weaver to make a new hinggi she has
considerable latitude to choose and mix motifs.
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Detail
Several years ago Threads of Life staff began to work with ikat dyers and weavers
in Karataon Toraja communities in highland Sulawesi, providing funds to foster a
return to natural dyes and older motif repertoires. Weavers in these largely
inaccessible mountain villages are among Indonesia’s greatest experts, as shown
by the excellent weaving here, the great dye work, and the vibrancy of the bold red
and black motifs. Karataon Toraja ikats of this type have some similarities to the
overall design of Iban and Dayak weavings from Malaysian and Indonesian Borneo
(that is, from Sarawak and Kalimantan). This cloth was woven for the export
market, in collaboration with the NGO Threads of Life.
This newly woven ikat has many similarities to the historical Karataon Toraja ikat
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shown earlier in the exhibition (the very long ikat to the left as one enters the
gallery).
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Detail
Cepuk cloths woven on back strap looms were once mainstays of Balinese and
Nusa Penida ritual life and ikat weaving excellence but for many years in the late
20th century cepuk hand technologies lessened a great deal in quality. Threads of
Life NGO is working with a few Nusa Penida households to bring back reliance on
natural dyes and to retain some of the more complex motifs of older cepuk. Cepuk
can be used as wraparound cloths, inner hip cloths, cloths upon which to place
offerings, and as decorative bands for the top of a door frame in shrines
(according to a chapter on Endek in Balinese Textiles, 1991). At base, cepuk are
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magically powerful protective cloths that guard families from harm. They can also
be dangerous cloths, tied to the undersides of magic. Cepuk means “to meet, to
encounter” in the sense of encountering divine powers (Balinese Textiles 1991:
97). These are exceptionally powerful ikats.
Cepuk have a standardized layout: a middle field filled with florals and geometrics;
broad selvedge bands that include rows of Barong teeth motifs in white; more ikat
work along the selvedges; and horizontal bands at the top and bottom, to form a
patola-like overall plan. These are sacred cloths with a cosmic plan in them. Ikat
techniques can include daubing certain dyes onto the threads on the frame with
bamboo sticks (1991:96).
Many old cepuk are fragile family heirlooms and newly-woven ones like this fine
ikat are one way to recreate cepuk traditions in the here and now, especially since
some families have sold their heritage textiles to international collectors. Machinemade cepuk are available in stores and textile stalls in Denpasar; this handloomed
example is clearly of a much higher quality than those.
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Endek cloth from Pelangi Endek Shop in Sidemen, East Bali. This shop has an
endek factory out back, where women work at ATMB looms. Pelangi has notably
well-designed and well-colored endeks, for multiple markets. Cotton blend,
commercial dyes, 2012 purchase.
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Endek cloth from Nogo shop.
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Endek cloth table runner, from Nogo shop, Sanur, Bali. These goods show that
endek is a thoroughly secularized and internationalized textile today.
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Detail
Endek cloth woven at the home loom of a woman in Sidemen, 2010. Cotton blend
commercial thread and commercial dyes.
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High-endek and very well-woven endek cloth from Nogo shop in Sanur. Yardgoods
for sewing a dress or shirt. Two examples, from purchases in 2010 and 2012.
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This is a high-fashion, faintly Japanese-style coat or wrap, in excellent endek cloth,
from Nogo shop, Sanur, Bali. Nogo designers take special care to use eye-catching
commercial dye colors in abstract designs. Nogo has its own endek factory near
Ubud, which produces endek cloth on the bolt to their high standards.
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Detail

This man’s bathrobe is made of higher-end endek cloth, a weft ikat manufactured
today in East Bali, Indonesia. The bathrobe was sold in 2012 at Nogo Endek Shop
in Sanur, Bali. The bathrobe has a Japanese style, in line with the tastes of some of
Nogo’s international clientele. Much of Nogo’s endek uses abstract patterns, like
the motifs shown here on the back of this item. Since the early 20th century
endek design has been pushed away from figural designs (the God Wisnu, naga
snakes, mythical garuda birds) toward abstract shapes. See close up of this. Is
Nogo endek poised to make the big hop into New York and Los Angeles clothing
markets?
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This woman’s cocktail dress is made of finely crafted endek cloth in a silk and
polyester blend, in a classic international style of sophisticated city life. The dress
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was designed by Nogo Shop, in Sanur beach, Bali. Endek is a weft ikat found in
East Bali and now much transformed from a cloth of the high noble classes and
ritual into the stuff of cosmopolitan fashion. Nogo Shop staff assured the curator
and student docents in 2012 that this dress was always a hot item and a quick
seller to international visitors. In some contrast, elite upper middle class
Indonesians are sometimes torn between revealing, international styles like this
cocktail dress and modest busana Muslim, “Muslim fashion,” which is now popular
with many urban Indonesian women. Bali itself is mostly Hindu but Balinese
women would likely find this dress “too Western.” Nogo Shop’s endek wares are
thus positioned in fashion worlds in flux.
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Detail

Part of endek cloth production today in Bali is what might be called a geringsingreplica market, directed largely at Balinese buyers as opposed to foreign visitors to
the island. The famous, extremely hard-to-make double ikat geringsing cloths
(shown elsewhere in the exhibition) are very expensive and many Balinese families
cannot afford to pay the hundreds of dollars needed to purchase a new geringsing.
These families may not have their own inherited, heirloom geringsing. So, they
might be attracted to these ‘geringsing style’ sarongs made of cheaper endek
cloth. This sarong’s motifs are taken directly from the sacred geringsing yet in
this endek version, the sarong is affordable. These are woven in many regions of
East Bali, including the Sidemen Valley. The close up shows how very accurately
the classic geringsing motif has been replicated on this endek sarong.
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Detail
The curator and student docents purchased this “geringsing-style” sarong made of
cheaper endek cloth while on a visit to the art studio, geringsing weaving pavilion,
and textile shop of Pak Kadek, in Tenganan Dauh Tukad in summer 2012. He is a
tour guide and Tenganan history expert. He had many fine old geringsing for sale,
at the usual high prices for double ikats. But, he also showed us this moderately
priced sarong made of single ikat endek but replete with motifs taken from the
holy geringsing cloths. These endek sarongs were available for sale through the
Tenganan villages, apparently with little controversy. This one is made of a cotton
polyester blend whose lustrous quality and red tones evoke geringsing. The close
up shows detail of the classic motif; compare to the actual geringsing, above.
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Detail
Cheap sarong in garish commercial dye colors, in endek cloth. Purchased at a shop
in Tenganan Pegeringsingan, 2012. These sarongs are used as everyday clothing
in Bali. Some tourists probably use them as throws to put on furniture.
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Detail
Very cheap tourist art version of pua cloth, purchased in a shop in Kuching, 2012.
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Sibolang ikat
Toba Batak people, North Sumatra, Indonesia
Factory-made cotton thread, probably commercial dyes, 1980s
Private collection
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Detail
Toba Batak weaver women living in the Balige area and on Samosir Island in Lake
Toba, North Sumatra, are some of Southeast Asia’s most accomplished creators of
ikats. This piece is a very common sort of ulos (the Batak word for ceremonial
ikat) that a Toba family would use as a shoulder cloth, baby sling, or as an item of
ritual exchange for a wedding. The sibolang would accompany the new bride on
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her journey to her new husband’s house; the sibolang would help bring fertility
into the marriage from the wife-givers. Or, a sibolang of this modest sort could
also be given as a gift to the young woman and her first baby, by the young wife’s
family. The sibolang in that case would work as an important blessing gift,
enhancing the health of the child.
Toba Batak weavers and dyers often use stark, abstract designs of this sort.
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Ragi Hotang Ulos
Toba Batak people, North Sumatra, Indonesia
Commercial cotton threads, probably commercial dyes,
Circa 1950s-1980s
Ikat stippling and narrow warp stripes; supplementary weft at fringe ends
Private collection
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As reported by Sandra Niessen in her comprehensive Legacy in Cloth: Batak
Textiles of Indonesia (2009, KITLV Press), Toba Batak weavers “commonly interpret
the name [ragi hotang, rattan design] as referring to the ikat stipples that
resemble flecks in the bark of the rattan vine” (p. 267). Ikat work of this sort is
subtle and quite different from the big figural designs of animals or spirits found
in some Eastern Indonesian or Borneo ikats.
Ragi Hotang are woven today in the Toba regions of Silindung, Holbung, and on
Samosir Island. Some weavers today use semi-mechanized looms. As Niessen
notes, there is much variation among Ragi Hotang textiles throughout Toba.
Today, some weavers are adding in gold-wrapped thread as supplementary wefts.
This piece is more subdued, however.
In Toba village society and also among Toba émigré communities in many large
Indonesian cities, ulos (a generic word for ‘blanket,’ meaning ceremonial hand
woven Batak textiles) are used as ritual clothing, as marriage exchange gifts at
weddings (gifts from the wife givers), and as cloaks that convey supernatural
blessings. The Ragi Hotang is one of the major Toba ulos forms.
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Women’s ceremonial skirt (lawo butu), circa 1980s
Ngada people, Bajawa district, Flores, Indonesia
Handspun cotton, natural dyes, warp ikat
Private collection
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Detail
The long, narrow island of Flores in Eastern Indonesia has numerous ikat weaving
communities in its many ethnolinguistic groups. Warp ikat is the predominant
textile format in Flores for producing boldly dyed sarongs like this excellent
example in deep natural dyed indigo blue, made by weavers from Ngada villages.
Stick-figure elephants march across the cloth, which is worn as a very long sarong,
pulled over the body and then folded down over the chest. A ritual textile, lawo
butu often are decorated with geometric beaded decorations (not present here).
Other famous Flores ikat textiles are the warm brown sarongs woven by the Lio
people of Central Flores, shown elsewhere in the gallery in the “Varieties of Ikat”
section.
This indigo cloth was woven on a back strap loom and is quite “local” in its
religious and social structural meanings. Few tourist trinkets or international
fashion wear items have been made of lawo butu (to date, at least). But, this piece
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is actually quite transnational in its travels: it was purchased in an upscale
Southeast Asian “traditional textile” shop in a luxurious area of Singapore. It was
sold for about US$700 in the 1980s: far more than such an ikat would go for in a
Flores village. Middlemen art dealers, in this case Singaporean, marked up the
textile for profit. The weaver women’s degree of agency in such border-crossing
transactions is an important issue.
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Detail
Shown elsewhere in the gallery are fine old pua textiles from the handlooms of
Iban expert weavers and dyers. Shown here, by contrast, is an “airport art” version
of a pua, sold today in trinket shops in the city of Kuching, Sarawak, and in that
city’s international airport. Some of this type of textile is woven in factories.
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Detail
Cheaply made version of a pua textile, for tourists and others in search of a
memento of Iban life. These are manufactured in factories and sold in shops along
the main commercial street in Kuching. In this type of cloth, pua motifs have
separated from their ritual textile base almost entirely.
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Sarong in cheap batik with “pua style”
Kuching, Sarawak, 2012
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The shops along Main Bazaar Street in Kuching sell a bit of everything, from cold
sodas to t-shirts to spices and pepper to cheap knock-offs of pua, to actual
antique and contemporary pua. Shown here is the lowest of the low-end: a length
of cheap cotton batik printed in “pua style.” This batik was made to be sewn into a
tubular sarong, but tourists could certainly use it for anything including home
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decoration.
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The tourism business in the city of Kuching (whose name is the Malay word for
cat) takes full advantage of all opportunities to market “things Iban” to travelers.
Here is a cheap cotton t-shirt for a baby, printed with the image of three fetching
kittens, each wearing an Iban headdress. The white kitten in the rice field hat at
right (see close up) wears an Iban pua cloth around the shoulders. The other
kittens sport headdresses that mark headhunting prowess, and noble status. These
images are not taken seriously anywhere. But, the migration of pua cloth imagery
to such a t-shirt is worth thinking about.
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Airport art types of wallets made with “pua-style” rough cotton and cotton batik
printed with motifs associated with Iban longhouses. These are all cleverly
designed, as they show iconic and well-known Iban images, are practical for
travelers, and are cheaply priced.
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Gift bag printed in motifs from classic pua ikats from Iban villages. Sold in shops
on the main shopping street for tourists in the city of Kuching.
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Shoulder cloth
West Timor or Timor Leste
Cotton thread, probably commercial dyes
Private collection
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Ikats from West Timor and Timor Leste often have bands of ikat and plainer
stripes. This ikat takes another approach: a field totally full of chicken images.
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Contemporary Timor Leste mantel, purchased 2005 in the main market in Dili.
Bright commercial dyes and bands of ikat. Used as a study table piece in the
exhibition.
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Detail of an ikat, a hinggi, from East Sumba. Purchased in Bali in 2007. Chickens,
horses, bright colors. Cotton thread, probably commercial dyes.
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Man’s shirt
Fragments of old Timorese ikat, machine-sewn together
Cotton and polyester, and some of the ikat has natural dyes
Purchased 2012 from Yosim Gallery, Ubud, Bali, Indonesia
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
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The arts and tourism town of Ubud in Bali has textile products for all tastes and
markets, from cheap cotton t-shirts for travelers to upscale high fashions in silk to
leisure wear in Javanese batik. In 2012 fieldwork for the exhibition, the curator
and student docents found that one Ubud shop (the Yosim Gallery) was selling this
beguiling if odd product: a man’s formal, long-sleeved shirt made of patchwork
pieces of old ikat sarongs and cloaks from Timor. The ikat used here is of very
high quality but has apparently been taken from old and much-used pieces, much
as one might stitch together a quilt from fragments of old clothes. This shirt (not
a shy piece) also sports bright green fabric down its front and green cuffs. Across
the yoke in the back: twined fringe, from some old piece of ikat.
For sale in the tropics to travelers there, this shirt does seem to be rather heavy
weight and hot. Would the fringe element attract buyers or make them laugh?
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Could this item be a fashion misfire, in contrast to the quick-selling endek cocktail
dress, shown elsewhere in the gallery? This shirt was designed and sewn in either
Timor Leste or West Timor, with Bali’s tourism market in mind, according to Yosim
Gallery staff.
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Like the Timor ikat man’s shirt, this miniskirt has been constructed from many
patchwork pieces of old Timor ikat, stitched together into an item of tourist
clothing (or, at least, what the Yosim Gallery considered to be popular tourist garb,
when we bought this piece in Ubud in summer 0212. The ikat in this skirt looks
particularly tattered and faded, except for the small patch bordered in blue. The
side with the zipper has a crazy quilt appearance. Cotton ikat, possibly natural
dyes for some pieces; commercial dyes for other sections; strips of factory-made
cotton as well.
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